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Science Observations: Fossil Questions & Answers

What is a fossil? ... Fossils are evidence of past life, preserved by a geologic process. Generally
these geologic preservation processes take a long time, though some fossils have been found that
are just several hundred years old. Some examples of fossils include a petrified (turned to stone)
skull of a rodent, a seashell mold in stone, a carbon residue image of a leaf in stone, a canine's paw-
print in rock, a stone cast of a beaver's burrow, and a frozen (intact) wooly mammoth in an ancient
glacier.

What is the study of fossils called? ... The study of fossils is called paleontology. Paleontology is
a branch of geology and biology. It is the science that deals with the history of the earth and its life
as recorded m rocks.-T-o-understand how plants and-animals4iv€d4n-4he^ast5-one-shGuld-learn
about how they live now, so a paleontologist is also part biologist.

Where are fossils found? ... Fossils are found world-wide, from ocean deposits to the highest
slopes of mountains, from Antarctica to the Sahara Desert. The type of sediments the organism was
buried in is a key factor in the likelihood of fossils being present in any number. A key step in an
organisms remains becoming a fossil is rapid burial by sediments. A land area in a period of
erosion, rather than land building (heavy sedimentation), reduces the chances of fossilization. Each
fossil site is different, in the types and numbers of fossil organisms found and how well they were
fossilized. If you have seen one fossil park you have not seen them all.

How do fossils occur? (excerpts from. Prehistory, by Giovanni Pinna)... The death of an organism
is followed by complex fossilization processes (chemical, physical and biological). These
processes maintain organisms in various degrees of preservation through time. When studying
fossils it is always important to discover whether the fossil in question used to live in the place
where it has been found or whether it was transported. "Post-mortem transportation" is very
common, leading to organisms fossilizing in areas different from those in which they lived.
Movement of remains can be caused by many factors; sea currents can move remains, floods move
remains, scavengers can drag remains for short distances.

Disintegration processes may be the next fossilization phase. They act at different speeds on
'  _ *60 types of factors:

-biological, mechanical and-chemical. -Destructive biological-agents,-^uch-as-decomposing-bacteria,-
various organic parts of the remains. This disintegration can be due to three types

generally affect the soft parts of an organism first. If the soft parts are to be preserved a rapid and
thick sedimentation must take place and cover the organic remains before they are completely
decomposed. Even shallow layers of deposits contain bacteria and allow decomposition. 0th
destructive biological agents include burrowing animals and scavengers.
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Mechanical destruction can be caused by currents, waves, wind and other factors that produce
abrasion and corrosion of an organism, sometimes destroying it completely. The combined action
of destructive biological and mechanical agents is such that, more often than not, fossils are found
to be incomplete, broken and scattered over a wide area.

Chemical dissolution is more destructive to an organism's soft parts, which are made up of
carbohydrates and proteins. It has less effect on the hard parts, composed of calcium carbonate,
calcium phosphate, silica, or highly resistant organic substances such as chitin, keratin, and
cellulose. Chemical change plays an important role, since it can continue to
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